Resources for Resuming Operations
The National Indian Gaming Commission’s resources on COVID provide tools to empower tribal decision making and promote predictable Agency action.
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COMMUNICATE  MONITOR  COLLABORATE
A two-month long NIGC Informational Sessions Series has been designed to discuss the timely topics identified by invited guests representing national and regional organizations.

Efficient and transparent communications maintained and collected on the NIGC website’s COVID Resources section includes Dear Tribal Leader Letters, FAQs, and relevant NIGC operations memoranda to staff.

A dedicated NIGC email account provides a rapid response to any inquiries from Tribal officials or Indian gaming operators.
The NIGC’s weekly By The Numbers is a collection of updates and statistics related to reopening activity across Indian gaming’s operations and regulatory community.

Daily information sharing across the NIGC’s eight region offices, the Compliance division leadership, and the Commission provides realtime updates and informs Agency plans.

NIGC Region Office outreach includes a proactive discussion on topics related to the NIGC’s Preliminary Assessment Tool for environmental and public health and safety considerations.
A national NIGC virtual training session in August will address topics and facilitate discussions related to COVID, national priorities, and regional compliance findings.

The NIGC participates in federal coordination efforts to communicate among subject matter experts, program administrators, and agency leaders in order to promote best practices and support local solutions.

A two-part NIGC roundtable discussion series in late-summer will highlight perspectives on how technology promotes mitigation and the challenges facing rurally-located operations.
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Visit www.nigc.gov for up-to-date resource material

Submit questions to COVID.Resources@nigc.gov

Coordinate with regional office leadership
Criminal Justice Information Services (CJIS)

- Local Agency Security Officer (LASO) Designation
- On-line Security Awareness Training available to Users/TGRA
- Outsourcing Agreement Approvals thru FBI Compact Officer
- NIGC CJIS Audits and Checklist Underway to prepare for next FBI Audit